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WE’RE HOME COMFORT EXPERTS,
AND YOUR NEIGHBOURS TOO!
At ClimateCare, we’re not only home comfort experts, we’re also your
neighbours. We’re a 100 per cent Canadian, member-owned organization.
As a network of independent professionals, ClimateCare has been taking
care of homes in neighbourhoods like yours all across Ontario for 25 years.
We do more than heating and cooling – we also know how to keep
your home healthy and comfortable all day, every day.
ClimateCare professionals are dedicated to providing technical excellence
through ongoing training to ensure that we provide your family with the
best experience in the industry. We’re also your neighbours, so you know
we’ll do our very best. It’s the kind of care you only get from someone you
might run into at the supermarket later that day! ClimateCare professionals
are family owned and operate companies offering fully licensed and
qualified technicians around the clock. We guarantee your satisfaction
in everything we do, just like a neighbour should.
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FURNACES
QUIETLY, EFFICIENTLY MAKING
A DIFFERENCE IN YOUR HOME

ClimateCare furnaces are designed for total comfort.
Powerful computerized controls help transfer heat
more efficiently and act as a “watch dog” constantly
monitoring all critical components. Energy bills can be
reduced by as much as 25% compared to your older
furnace. Cabinets are also streamlined to provide easy
installation in all applications. All models are Energy Star
rated with fully-gasketed doors for quiet operation.

CUSTOMIZE PERFORMANCE
WITH CUSTOMTRAK TECHNOLOGY

Now you can enjoy custom cooling regardless of
whether you live in a dry, temperate or humid climate.
That’s because we have CustomTrak technology built
into each variable speed furnace. This allows your
ClimateCare professional to set up the operating
cycle that works best in your particular personal
climate to maximize your indoor comfort levels.

CONSTANT TEMPERATURE
MEANS MORE HOME COMFORT
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WHICH OF OUR SYSTEMS IS
THE BEST FIT FOR YOUR FAMILY?

With so many dependable and affordable
models to choose from, ClimateCare can
help you decide making the right choice
for you and family. Our team is trained to
provide you with a professional analysis of
your personal climate and comfort needs.
ClimateCare can recommend the best fit
for your family, lifestyle and budget.

Air stratification exists when warm air rises and gets
trapped in a room’s ceiling. This can happen when
a furnace is equipped with a standard blower motor,
as the motor turns on and off when heat is called for.
Consequently, temperature fluctuation pockets can
develop. With an ECM motor, air is circulated for
longer periods of time, at a fraction of the cost.

ECM MOTOR USES LESS
THAN 100 WATT LIGHTBULB

ClimateCare’s 2-stage variable speed furnaces
utilize ECM motor performance and ComfortTrak
technology to provide the latest in home comfort
through state-of-the-art design and innovation.
Variable speed ECM motors use less electricity
than a 100 watt light bulb* which saves money
as well our natural resources. Standard blower
motors, on average, consume over 500 watts.
* When in continuous fan operation
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AIR CONDITIONERS
WE’LL MAKE SURE YOU
NEVER LOSE YOUR COOL!

When it’s hot, we can cool you down. With so many
affordable and dependable models to choose from,
ClimateCare can provide the right air conditioner for
you. We’ll help you find the model to keep your home
cool, control humidity and maintain indoor air quality
to keep your family comfortable, even during the
hottest summer days. ClimateCare A/C models include
enhanced coil protection for superior durability and
Leading Edge “Microchannel” Technology.

SLIM LINE A/C UNIT MAY BE
MORE OF A FIT FOR YOUR HOME

In addition to having all the features and benefits
of our other premium air conditioners, our slim
line air conditioners are designed to fit where
conventional units may not. They can be installed
as close as 6 inches from a wall, making them
perfect for zero-lot-line applications. As well, their
superior quiet performance makes them ideal in
areas where units have to be “seen and not heard.”
Due to their specialized design, they can be installed
up to 200 feet away from your home, if need be.
If you have a specialized problem, your
ClimateCare professional has your answer.
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THE MICROCHANNEL
TECHNOLOGY BENEFITS

TCHD

ClimateCare offers a variety of
A/C units, including models that
feature unique MicroChannel
construction. Incorporating
over 215,000 hours of research
and delivering up to 18 SEER
efficiency, the MicroChannel
technology delivers numerous
advantages, including improved
heat transfer properties.
The MicroChannel technology
also allows for smaller unit size
and weight, reduced refrigerant
charge, improved durability
and serviceability. and improved
corrosion protection.
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HEAT PUMPS/AIR HANDLERS
AIR SOURCE HEAT PUMPS NOW
COST LESS AND DO MUCH MORE

There have been many exciting innovations in the heating and
cooling industry that make it easier and more affordable to keep
your home comfortable. These alternate energy sources are more
than just new ways to stay warm and cozy – they’re also a great
way to reduce your environmental impact. Air source heat pumps
absorb heat from the outdoor air in the winter and transfer it
inside to heat your home. In the summertime, they operate
as a normal air conditioner. A heat pump is one of the most
efficient methods to heat and air condition your home.

AIR HANDLERS DESIGNED TO DELIVER
SUPERIOR INDOOR AIR QUALITY

ALL CLIMATECARE
AIR HANDLERS OFFER
THE FOLLOWING:

Better coil drainage to keep air
healthier by removing moisture that
accumulates in the drain pan;
Tighter cabinets to help keep
contaminants out of air flow;
Multi-positional and compact
cabinet that saves space and
allows for greater flexibility;
Foil-faced insulation keeps
fibreglass from entering air stream
for a healthier environment;
Pre-painted steel cabinet which
provides added durabilty and
long-lasting appearance;
Compact design,multi-position to
save space and fit all applications;
Modular model allows greater
flexibility to fit into place.

At ClimateCare, we think the best air handler is the one you
never have to think about. So, our single-piece and modular air
handlers are designed to deliver exceptional performance year
after year. Designed to match perfectly with your ClimateCare
air conditioner or heat pump, our air handlers efficiently circulate
air through your home to keep you cool in the summer and
cozy warm in the winter. Your home stays comfortable and
quiet with superior indoor air quality. Why? Because the
home comfort experts at ClimateCare have it handled.

ELIMINATE 99.3 PER CENT OF
CONTAMINANTS IN YOUR HOME

It’s estimated that we spend approximately
90 per cent of our time indoors. Small wonder
that up to 50 per cent of illnesses are caused by
poor indoor air quality. The good news is that you
can do something about it. ClimateCare’s indoor
air quailty systems eliminate up to 99.3 per cent
of those contaminants, leaving your home healthy
and clean. That’s good news for anyone with
allergies, asthma, or anyone that simply prefers
to breathe cleaner air. So, talk to your home
comfort expert, your local ClimateCare retailer
today. Then take a deep breath, and relax.
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INDOOR AIR QUALITY
A HUMIDIFIER CAN HELP YOU
BREATHE EASIER IN YOUR HOME

Are you having trouble breathing or do you wake
up every morning with irritated eyes, nose and throat?
A humidifier may be the solution to your problems.
Most people think of humidifiers as a portable device
that can only cover one room at a time, but you also
have the option of a whole home humidifier, which
provides the same benefits to your entire house.
Because they don’t have a reservoir where stagnant
water can build up, they also won’t allow mould and
mildew to spread. They also require little maintenance
and make much less noise than portable units. If
you’d like to take cleaner, easier breathing to the
next level, consider a whole home humidifier.

HEPA FILTERS PLAY KEY ROLE
IN KEEPING POLLUTANTS AT BAY

Many homeowners are aware of the effects that air
pollution can have in their homes, but aren’t aware
of the crucial role a HEPA filter can play in keeping
it out. While it’s true that many home heating and
cool systems come with a filter, these are included
mainly to protect the equipment, not the people using
it, and they do not effectively eliminate pollutants and
contaminants. To truly keep the air in a home clean,
a proper filtration or purification system is required.
A HEPA filter is one of the more efficient air cleaning
products available for improving indoor air quality.

AIR PURIFIERS WILL HELP
ELIMINATE CONTAMINANTS

The process of air purification is important, but
it is sometimes overlooked. After all, we do have
a tendency to ignore what we can’t see, and many
of the contaminants and pollutants that could cause
adverse health effects are invisible. Having an air
purifier in your home will eliminate these contaminants
and pollutants and help improve indoor air quality,
keeping your home healthier and safer.

KEEP STALE AIR
OUT OF YOUR HOME

A ventilator air cleaner is an essential
item to have in your home in order
to keep air from becoming stale.
There are several contaminants and
pollutants that build up inside your
home, and not taking the proper
actions to get rid of them can lead
to poor indoor air quality. In fact,
the inside of a home is often more
polluted than the outside, making
it even more essential to ensure
the air is kept as clean as possible.
There are two types of ventilator
air cleaners: local and whole-house.
Local models are ideal in homes
with workshops in the garage or
basement or where chemicals are
used. Whole-house ventilators
exhaust a home’s entire volume
of stale air, bringing in an equal
volume of fresh air from outside.
They help to control humidity
and dilute harmful gases.
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DUCTLESS MINI-SPLIT SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS LET YOU FIT MORE
COMFORT INTO MORE PLACES

ClimateCare mini-split systems fit more spaces
around your place. That’s because they use a smaller
outdoor unit – and slim wall-mounted indoor units
– to fit the needs of a variety of situations and areas,
whether used for dining, entertaining, working
or sleeping. And, thanks to a slim profile without
bulky ductwork, mini-split indoor units look great
and fit perfectly in less space.

MINI-SPLIT UNITS PERFECT
FOR SINGLE OR MULT-USE ROOMS

The high capacity and silence of our wall-mounted
cooling only or heat pump units are a perfect fit
for your living room or family areas where more
comfort is needed in these frequently used spaces.
For a single room, you can choose a single-zone
mini-split to provide individualized comfort. For up
to five rooms, you can go with our multi-zone models
and dial in distinct comfort levels in each room.
Plus, you can combine multiple systems together
to provide more comfort for larger spaces.

ENERGY SAVINGS

Most of our mini-split systems
are ENERGY STAR® certified, with
products operating up to 27 SEER
cooling efficiency and up to 10
HSPF heating efficiency – providing
nearly 30% more energy savings
than typical ducted A/C systems!

ELIMINATE THE COST AND
HASSLE OF INSTALLING DUCTS

Space-saving, energy-saving Ductless Mini-Split Air
Conditioners and Heat Pumps are the perfect solution
for homes without ductwork – and for room additions
or remodels. You can eliminate the cost and hassle of
installing ducts. And you can dial in the exact degree
of temperature control you need where you need it,
the perfect way to minimize electricity costs.

COLD BLOW PREVENTION

Unlike conventional heat pumps,
our mini-split pumps use a cold blow
prevention feature that slightly delays
the indoor fan at the start of a cycle
to make sure the air comes out
warm to keep you cozy.

QUIET TO OPERATE

Indoor units operates quieter than
a whisper inside – and outdoor
units operate virtually unnoticed in
your neighborhood.
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WeCare MAINTENANCE PLANS
PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT

Home comfort isn’t something you should have to
worry about. You have thousands of dollars invested
in equipment, and the best way to protect that
investment is with regular maintenance. Like your car,
if equipment is well-maintained, it will be safer, run
better, use less energy and last longer. ClimateCare’s
WeCare Maintenance Plan helps to ensure the
best performance of your essential home comfort
equipment for a low monthly subscription.
Our plan includes an annual precision tune-up
that keeps your heating and cooling system
in its best possible condition.
It also includes as a WCMP customer bonus:
priority emergency service
reduced diagnostic fee
discount on any repairs required
5% discount on equipment replacement
5% discount on accessories
and more!
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